Sun 18 July 0800, 1000, 1830 Psalm 89: 20-37; Mk 6:
30-34, 53-56 Mike Terry Covenant, Ministry & Mission

Pray. The theme for my sermon comes from the
psalm set for today in which the word ‘covenant’
appears twice. Covenant is an utterly key concept in
both the old and new testaments which, indeed, are
sometimes called the old and new covenants! I
hope the reason for my choosing this theme will
become clear!
Now, who recognises these words?
Seeking to grow in faith through worship, prayer and
learning together;
sharing our faith and God’s love through service and
mission.
They are the words which describe our aims as a
church and they appear at the head of every weekly
pew sheet, underneath the words: Welcome to St
Mary's church.
I wonder if we ever stop to read them, let alone really
consider what they truly mean for our corporate and
personal lives? Or is their impact blunted by
familiarity? I remember that I used them during our
interview with the Bishop when we applied to be the
parish priest here. The Bishop had asked us what
we might want to change at St Mary’s, having
already supported the parish through 7 months of

vacancy. My response was to point to these words
and ask what could there be to change? With
aspirations like that the only thing to do is to build on
them! If 7 months was enough to establish this was
the core of St Mary’s spiritual life we’ve seen no
need to change those words over the past 7 years.
However, I do see a regular need to re-read them
and consider their impact on us.
However I don’t want to major on the individual
application today. Though I do believe we should all
think and pray about how they apply to each of us I
want to think more corporately. You will have heard
us mention over the past few months that our
Diocese is in the process of restructuring in order to
grow more effectively. Though the diocesan senior
leaders use different words to describe it, their aim is
essentially the same as our strap line – for us to
grow in our individual and corporate faith, and to
become more confident in sharing our faith through
word and service. The number of priests available is
declining and Covid has accelerated greatly a
situation where there are insufficient funds available
to pay the ones we do have.
In autumn last year our bishop and his team asked
to consider what solutions might best fit our local
contexts at parish and deanery levels. Each PCC
spent time compiling their hopes and needs which
each of the seven Deaneries then collated into their

own plan. Our own Deanery plan envisaged a much
more actively collaborative ministry between the
parishes than we enjoy now, with groups of churches
working much more closely together, in what we
called Covenanted Partnerships, but retaining their
own distinctive natures and governance. This would
allow us to share projects in our local areas
otherwise too large for us individually, to learn
actively from each other’s best practice and more.
The Deanery plans were submitted to the Diocese in
February for consideration at Diocesan Synod in
March. At that Synod a preferred solution was
revealed which is a legal amalgamation of different
parishes into mega-parishes of Team Ministries.
These dissolve the existing parishes to create a new
one, with a Team Rector and Team vicars, in which
all clergy work equally across the new parish. A new
Charity and PCC will be needed, with different ways
to manage the corporate finances. It’s of note that
none of the seven Deanery plans envisaged such
structures being applied universally across the
diocese, and some were explicitly against it. Locally
such a Team would consist of all four Western Ward
churches of Sarisbury, Locks Heath, Titchfield and
us, served by 2.5 stipended priestly posts spread
across the whole new parish instead of the 3.5 we
have currently. To make some stipend savings
towards the diocesan targets St John’s and St Paul’s

are content to combine legally, but consider anything
larger would be unmanageable. Discussing the legal
and practical issues involved has cost us all much
time, energy, discussion and prayer but we trust God
that the right end result will be worth it.
Come back to our own parish statement. It gives
two key purposes for us: growing in faith and sharing
our faith. Recently Roger Clear has been reading Dr
Jonathan Sachs’ book "Faith in the Future" in which
Sachs talks about declining morality as a cause of
declining belief. Roger shared these words, where
Sachs describes what a covenant is, combining
nicely thoughts about our proposed Covenant
Partnership and growth in faith:
"Ultimately, of course, moralities are more than
languages. They make claims upon us. The key
word in biblical ethics is brit, or covenant. In a
covenant, parties come together to pledge
themselves to a code of mutual loyalty and
protection. Like a contract, a covenant is born in the
recognition that no individual can achieve his or her
ends in isolation. Because we are different we each
have strengths that others need, and weaknesses
that others can remedy. Unlike a contract, however,
a covenant is more than a narrow legal agreement
bound by mutual interest. It involves a commitment
to go beyond the letter of the law, and to sustain the
relationship even at times when it seems to go

against the interests of one of the parties… In its
heart of hearts, a covenant is an agreement in which
a higher moral force, traditionally God, is either a
direct party to, or guarantor of, a particular
relationship."

and more flexible arrangement for our future
structure. That is the case Nicky-Sue and I, with our
colleagues from the Western Wards parishes, will
continue to make with our senior leaders, and
continue to work on together, with your help.

Thus, in stark contrast to many people’s
understanding, a biblical covenant instigated by God
is based on his love, grace and mercy, as we can
read in 1 Kings 8:23 and Nehemiah 1:5. His love for
all creation is the reason God gave the Old
Covenant to the Hebrews at Mount Sinai, that which
we now call The Law and Ten Commandments. I’m
sure you can think of biblical precedents for
covenants too, starting with Noah’s rainbow in
Genesis 9! Covenants are relationally, rather than
legally, based and go much deeper into the heart of
our humanity than legal contracts. Covenants are
also signs and symbols of what God has done for us
in Christ: covenants were originally sealed with
sacrificial blood, (Gen 15 & the Exodus story) as
Christ shed his blood on the cross, and the Old
Covenant was given to the Hebrews on the Third
Day after the people were called to God at Mount
Sinai: I’m sure you’ll see the Easter parallel there.

I am aware that this is a lot to take in in just a short
sermon slot, and there is much more to it than I have
been able to share now, so I am happy to take
questions on all this, either now or later. But please
do pray for all involved in what has become a painful
and protracted process to tackle the very real
problem of fewer priests and less income; the priests
whose livelihoods and families are affected deeply,
your PCC and Deanery Synod members who are
considering all this, and those in the diocesan centre
who must lead and inspire us with sensitivity. Pray
that we will reach unanimity in the peace of God’s
Spirit as we wrestle together for a solution that will,
indeed, enable us all to grow in our faith and in our
ability to share it with those outside the church, in
word and service. Meanwhile, do reread the words
at the top of our pewsheet and ask God how you can
apply them too. For the good news of God in Christ
deserves nothing less than our best and our utmost.
Amen.

Thus in my view, even though there are no legal ties
and obligations to cooperate, as there would be in a
legal Team Ministry, a Covenanted Partnership is
actually theologically and morally a much stronger

